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Introduction

The International Study of Kidney Disease in Children
(ISKDC) arbitrarily determined a standard-dose prednisolone
regimen for the first episode of nephrotic syndrome [1]. This
comprised 4 weeks of daily prednisolone (60 mg/m2/day;
maximum dose 80 mg) followed by 4 weeks of prednisolone
(40 mg/m2/day; maximum dose 60 mg) given on 3 consecu-
tive days out of 7. After the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für
Pädiatrische Nephrologie demonstrated in a randomized con-
trolled trial (RCT) that alternate-day prednisolone therapy was
more effective than intermittent doses of prednisolone in
maintaining remission [2], alternate-day prednisolone dosing
became the standard regimen for the second month of therapy.
However, because of the high relapse rate with 2 months of
prednisolone therapy, RCTs have investigated the benefits and
harms of longer courses of therapy compared with 2 or
3 months.

Combining the evidence from RCTs

In 2000 we published a systematic review of RCTs which
evaluated corticosteroid therapy in children with their first
episode of steroid-sensitive nephrotic syndrome (SSNS) [3].
In a meta-analysis of five RCTs (334 children), prednisolone
administered for 3–7 months compared with 2 months in the
initial episode of SSNS significantly reduced the risk of re-
lapse at 12–24 months by 27 % [relative risk (RR) 0.73; 95 %
confidence intervals (CI) 0.60–0.89) and reduced the number
of children with frequently-relapsing nephrotic syndrome
(FRNS) by 33 % (RR 0.67; 95 % CI 0.48–0.93). A meta-
analysis of four additional RCTs (382 children), included in
updates of the review to 2007, found that 6 months of pred-
nisolone therapy significantly reduced the risk of relapse (RR
0.57; 95 % CI 0.45–0.71) and the risk of FRNS (RR 0.55;
95 % CI 0.39–0.80), when compared with 3 months [4]. No
significant increase in adverse effects was identified.

2015 update of the systematic review

Three large well-designed RCTs were published in 2013–
2015 [5–7] which evaluated different durations of predniso-
lone therapy in children with their first episode of SSNS. In
their RCT, Teeninga and co-workers [5] randomized 150 chil-
dren to 3 months of prednisolone therapy and 3 months of
placebo, or to 6 months of prednisolone therapy, with both
groups receiving approximately the same total dose of pred-
nisolone. The cumulative incidences of children with FRNS
did not differ between treatment groups for up to 5 years,
suggesting that the apparent benefit of prolonged treatment
of SSNS resulted from the increased total dose of predniso-
lone—and not the duration of the therapy. Two subsequent
RCTs, which included 246 and 180 children, respectively,
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compared 2 [6] or 3 months [7] of prednisolone therapy with
6 months. Children treated for 6 months received higher cu-
mulative doses of prednisolone than those treated for 2 or
3 months. The Indian study [7] was placebo controlled while
the Japanese study [6] was open labelled. The numbers of
children who suffered a relapse or developed FRNS at
12 months [7] or at 24 months [6] did not differ significantly
between treatment groups. In the UK, recruitment has just
been completed to a trial (PREDNOS) in which 2 months of
prednisolone therapy is compared with 4 months, with the

results expected in 2016–2017 after 24 months of follow-up
[8].

We have updated the 2007 systematic review to include
these three recently published trials and another small trial
published in 2012 [9]. When all studies evaluating the dura-
tion of corticosteroid therapy in the first episode of SSNSwere
combined, the number of children relapsing by 12–24 months
was significantly reduced in children treated for ≥3 months
compared with 2 months (8 studies, 741 children: RR 0.80;
95 % CI 0.64–1.00) and in children treated for 5–6 months

Fig. 1 Meta-analyses of the risk ratio [calculated using the Mantel–
Haenszel (M–H) random-effects method], with 95% confidence intervals
(CI), for developing frequently-relapsing nephrotic syndrome (FRNS) in
six trials comparing ≥3 months of prednisolone therapy with 2 months in
the first episode of steroid-sensitive nephrotic syndrome (SSNS). Results

are divided into subgroups according to risk of bias for allocation con-
cealment and are ordered by trial weights. I2 Percentage of chi-squared
statistic not explained by variation within studies, df degree of freedom.
Reproduced with permission from Hahn et al. [9]

Fig. 2 Meta-analyses of the risk ratio (calculated using the M–H
random-effects method), with 95%CI, for developing FRNS in five trials
comparing 5 or 6 months of prednisolone therapy with 3 months in the

first episode of SSNS. Results are divided into subgroups according to
risk of bias for allocation concealment and are ordered by trial weights.
Reproduced with permission from Hahn et al. [9]
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compared with 3 months (7 studies, 763 children: RR 0.62;
95 % CI 0.45–0.85). The number of children developing
FRNS was significantly reduced in children treated for
≥3 months compared with 2 months (6 studies, 582 children:
RR 0.68; 95 % CI 0.47–1.00), but there was no significant
difference in the number of children developing FRNS be-
tween those treated for 5–6 months and and those treated for
3 months (5 studies, 591 children: RR 0.78; 95 % CI 0.50 –
1.22). However, the inclusion of these four trials led to a
substantial heterogeneity among the studies (I2 36–83 %)
which could not be explained by chance alone. This hetero-
geneity (inconsistency or variability) in the results across stud-
ies had not been present in the earlier versions of the review.

Investigation of heterogeneity in meta-analyses

To investigate the differences between the results of meta-
analyses in the previous versions of the systematic review
and the 2015 update, we examined the risk of bias as a source
of the heterogeneity. Other sources of heterogeneity (chance
and clinical) were not realistic sources of bias, given the
beyond-chance heterogeneity observed (very high I2 values)
and the observation that the two treatment arms were fairly
consistent across the trials. It has been well established that
studies with a high or unclear risk of bias for allocation con-
cealment or blinding may exaggerate the efficacy of the ex-
perimental therapy by 30–40 % [10, 11] or by 17 %, respec-
tively [10], compared with studies with a low risk of bias.
These observations are explained by selection and
performance/detection biases, respectively, whereby patients

may be allocated differently to experimental and control
groups and managed differently within these groups so that
any differences in results cannot be ascribed entirely to the
intervention being investigated in the trial. For the outcome
of FRNS, we carried out sub-group analyses to compare the
results of studies at low risk of bias for allocation concealment
(Figs. 1, 2) or blinding (Fig. 3) with those at high or unclear
risk of bias. In studies at low risk of bias for allocation con-
cealment or for performance and detection bias (blinding),
there were no significant differences in the risk of FRNS be-
tween an extended duration of prednisolone therapy and treat-
ment for 2 or 3 months. In contrast, in studies at high or
unclear risk of bias for allocation concealment or blinding,
an extended duration of prednisolone therapy significantly
reduced the risk of FRNS compared with treatment for 2 or
3 months. Similar results were obtained for the outcome of
first relapse by 12–24 months. Thus, the heterogeneity among
the studies can be explained by differences in methodological
quality (risk of bias). The studies included in the systematic
review published in 2000 [3] and in the updates to 2007 [4]
were generally of high or unclear risk of bias. Only three
studies showed adequate allocation concealment [12–14],
and no studies were blinded. In contrast, three [5–7] of the
four studies added to the 2015 update demonstrated adequate
allocation concealment, and two studies were blinded [5, 7].

Conclusions

The addition of recently published, well-designed trials to the
Cochrane systematic review examining the benefit of

Fig. 3 Meta-analyses of the risk ratio (calculated using the M–H
random-effects method), with 95%CI, for developing FRNS in five trials
comparing 5 or 6 months of prednisolone therapy with 3 months in the

first episode of SSNS. Results are divided into subgroups according to
risk of bias for blinding (performance and detection bias) and are ordered
by trial weights. Reproduced with permission from Hahn et al. [9]
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corticosteroids in the initial episode of SSNS has changed the
conclusions of the review. Prolonging prednisolone therapy
for 6 months does not reduce the risk for relapse compared
with 2 or 3 months of therapy in children aged 1–17 years at
presentation. Meanwhile, in response to these new data,
guidelines should recommend treatment durations of 2 or
3 months for the management of the first episode of SSNS,
rather than longer durations, as currently recommended in the
Kidney Disease/Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO)
guidelines [15].
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